Current status

• 06 Draft not submitted due to author bobble
  – (Sorry!) Available at
    http://www.tschofenig.com/svn/draft-ietf-ecrit-lost/draft-ietf-ecrit-lost-06.txt

• Updated in -06 in SVN:
  – id attribute on <location>
  – LocationUsed to identify the location object
  – Made profile attribute is optional
  – Clarified interaction with HTTP error code
  – polygon profile
Proposed Update

- Conversation on the list among Hannes, Henning, and James on additional profile which would include circle, ellipse, and arc band.
  - Discussion seemed to converge on agreement to add these, provided that the LoST server MAY use the center point for mapping.

- Any contention: speak up

- If not, this will be added, -06 issued, and request for WGLC made by authors.